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Moreh 12, 1928.
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CAPTAIN W. C. CRANDALL,
P. 0. Box 494,
La JoUa, G a llf o r n 1 a •

Kr dear Captain Crendall:

In reference to the natter of a road proposed to by^pass the presdnt TOBRE?
PIN£S GRADE, eliminate existing curves and reduce the gradient between Torrey
Pines Slough and Torrey Pines Mesa, as discussed with Mr. lorgenson, Mr. Flaa-
ing and yourself yesterday, the following are -as ii^pressions as far as data
presented enable me to Jud^.

prom strictly an engineering standpoint, I feel that any of the suggested
routes for a new highwe^ would effect a decided improvement over the present
Torrey Pines Grade. From the standpoint of a road, alone, any of the road
locations under consideration seem to offer a safe and reasonable gradient
and curvature, and might be expected to meet the demands of highway traffic
for aome years to come, although the maximum gradient, thus far proposed, would
be in excess of the desired maximum by at least a probable one percent. Con
sidered only from the engineering standpoint, the choice of routes would seem
to depend upon matters of cost, as related to the req.xiired cut and fill, rather
than upon matters of allignment from other standpoints. Of the different
locations presented to ms and considered on n^r visit of yesterday, there is a
difference of but 200 feet in the extreme lengths of the three routes platted
by the City Engineer's office of San Diego, which is an inconsidecable length.

In an attempt to preditct the future needs of traffic, it would seem to me
Bueh more reasonable to s^^ct that the eventual route that traffic would

into and from the northern portal of San Diego would be frcm Del
up the Soledad Valley into Rose Canyon, which latter is already being graded
in anticipation of paveiront undMr State Highway Specifications. whether or
not the proposed highway may be cut through Torrey Pines Preserve, as now
considered, I would expect that the reasonably near future would demand same
such additional route to iUrther reduce gradients and curvature and shorten
the direct line from San Diego to all northern points. It seems to me to be
highly tngjortant that this possibility be considered in connection with any
proposal for imnediate relief of the present congestion at the Torrey Pines
Grade; for, although the cost of a Soledad Canyon road would be considerably
more than that of the cut-off under present consideration, if it were to be
an eventual rsaUty it would be far greater ultimate econcmy to ^he
present plan and pool available assets toward the bigger scheme that would
coos in the end, enyway•
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